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We show that the processes m+~ ye+v and K+ ye+v with hard photons can be calculated

accurately and without free parameters in the quark model. We extend the calculation to gluon

radiative decays P Gqq and P GX(hadron) of heavy pseudoscalar mesons and show that
while the former is too weak to explain existing data, the latter could be the dominant hadronic

decay mode. We test our approach by studying the inclusive decay properties of the heavy

meso ns.

Experimental measurements' ' of the decay prop-
erties of the charmed D and F mesons show con-
clusively that the nonleptonic decay modes are
strongly enhanced relative to the semileptonic decays.
More recent measurements4 of the 8 meson indicates
that this enhancement may persist, perhaps to a
lesser extent. Two schools of thought have arisen to
explain this phenomenon: one is that a gluon, which
carries one unit of spin, is emitted before the weak
interaction takes place so that the helicity suppression
that characterizes the weak annihilation of a spin-zero
meson is circumvented', the other is that hadronic
decay modes are enhanced through final-state interac-
tions. Here we shall not consider the latter except to
note that it alone does not appear to be sufficient to
explain the D decays. On the other hand, we shall
show that the closely related structure-dependent am-
plitudes for P yl v, P yqq, and P Gqq (P
stands for a pseudoscalar meson) are calculable. We

demonstrate this by verifying that our calculated
results for a+~ye+v and E+ ye+v are in agree-
ment with the experimental data. We point out that
even though P Gqq is not helicity suppressed and
is very much enhanced [I'(P Gqq)/I'(P ~yqq)—50a,/a —10 ] it is still not competitive' with the
quark-decay process Q 3q, where Q is the heavy
constituent quark in P. We then point out that, de-
pending on a dimensionless quantity characterizing the
hadronization process, the two-jet decay P GX(hadron)
could have a width exceeding that of Q 3q and be
the dominant hadronic decay mode. This result does
not rely on the D and 8 mesons having unrealistically
large decay constants. Finally, we calculate inclusive
decay properties for the heavy mesons and observe
qualitative agreement with available data. We also
make predictions that have a bearing on the basic
weak Hamiltonian and are easily testable.

The amplitude' for P ylv (or P yqq) is

M(P ply) = ([ ])a — [i u~P kae„~p„—+a„(P kgb„Pqk~)]sos J —]eG

where G is the weak coupling constant including the
Cabibbo factors, P and M are the momentum and
mass of the pseudoscalar, e and k are the polarization
and momentum of the photon, v„and a~ are, respec-
tively, the vector and axial-vector form factors, and
J" is the lepton-neutrino (or qq) weak current. As is
well known, ' the inner-bremsstrahlung (IB) ampli-
tude, not given explicitly in (1), is helicity suppressed
but infrared divergent, and when combined with radi-
ative corrections of the same order produces an in-
frared-finite and small [of order O(a/n) ] but nega-
tive correction to I'(P iv). The IB and structure-

I

dependent (SD) interference term is infrared finite
but helicity suppressed and is therefore small. We
will not discuss these terms any further, but rather
focus on the SD term which is infrared finite and
grows with the meson mass (hereafter the subscripts
SD will be suppressed).

The vector form factor is closely related to a simi-
lar factor in the two-photon decay of flavorless pseu-
doscalars, m, q, q', . . . . Isgur9 has shown that for
such decays the form factor can be quite accurately
calculated. We extend his method to calculate the
vector as well as the axial-vector form factors in
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I'(P ~ ylv) =I'p+I'

I'+ = (aG M /3840 n 2) ( v + a „)2

(4)

The + and —signs refer, respectively, to final states
where the lepton is antiparallel and parallel to the
photon. ' From the formulas given above we ob-
tain" I(n+ 'yev)/I"(n+-ev) = (1.1 +0.5) x10 ',

= (ar/v„) „=—0.030 +0.015, I (K+ ye v)+ /
I'(K+ ev) =1.2 +0.7, and y =—0.12 +0.10; the
corresponding experimental values are'~ '6

-0.5 x 10, 0.15 +0.11 or —2.07 +0.11, 1.0 +0.2,
and & —1.86 or & —0.54. Except for an ambiguity"
in the sign of y„, the agreement of our results with

the data is good. The uncertainties given in the cal-
culated results reflect the uncertainty in p.

We now consider gluon radiative decay P Gqq
for heavy mesons. This process is permitted because
the effective four-quark operator for weak decay has
a color-octet term through Fierz transformation. ' We
can employ (2) —(4) to compute the decay width if we

replace a by 4a, /3 and let the color charges
e~ = e2=1. For heavy mesons we ignore the weak p
dependence in (2) and (3) by going to the limit p 0
(the static quark model). For charged pseudoscalars,
one finds that I (P Gqq)/I'(P yqq) —10'.
However, this large enhancement is still not suffi-
cient to make P Gqq competitive with the quark-
decay process Q 3q (i.e., g qqq), where g is the
heavy quark in P: for the D meson, and ignoring
the renormalization of the Wilson coefficients for the
moment, we find'7 I'(D Gqq)/I'(c 3q) = (2n/45)
x (MD/m, )'a, (vg'+aG') =0.2. A more general
gluon-radiative weak decay process is P GX, ~here
X is a hadronic jet of invariant mass mf generated
from the weak current J"; the process is analogous to
the decay of q particles and quarkonia to two gluons.
If we sum over all quantum numbers of X, including

P yl v for flavored pseudoscalars. We obtain

(fp/2p ) (etL ~ + e2L2)

where fp is the decay constant; the approximation
Li=-2Mp/(D&} =In(EI+'/E& ') with

EI g = (p +M/2) + mi —po and po= (m& —m2 )/
2M results from an angular average of the quark pro-
pagator D&. We follow Ref. 9 and use the average
value p =-

~ p ~
=0.25 +0.10 GeV and the decay con-

stant fp =0.3 GeV for heavy mesons. '0 For the
axial-vector form factor we obtain an expression
which depends quadratically on the relative momen-
tum, "

2fp (m~ —m2) (et + e2) (L ~ + L&) (po' —p')
Mp [M'/2+ m, '+ m2' 2(—po' —p') ]

(3)

The SD radiative decay width" is

its polarizations, then we have

X(0(J~[X}(X)J"[0}=—m 2+(» )g&" (5)

where xf -mf/M, and to leading order the function
K= 8 p is a constant. If we ignore the xf depen-
dence of W we can integrate over xf and obtain
(ll =vG +Qg )

I"(P GX) (a G2Ms/240) W

x [1 —y2(10 —20y+15y' —4y')), (6)

where Jy =xo is the minimum value of xf. When y
is small, we find I'(P GX)II (P Gqq) =6n II'0
and I'(P GX)/I'(Q 3q) = (4rr a,/15) (M/mq)'
x 8 pQ . The factor m in the first ratio is indicative
of the kinematical advantage of a two-body final state
over that of a three-body final state. Another reason
to believe the above ratios could be large is that un-
like a leptonic I v pair, a qq pair can form more than
one hadronic state. However, in the absence of a
theory for hadronization at relatively low energies
we must be content to treat 8'p as a parameter.
The important point to realize is that the width for
gluon emission can be significantly greater than
I (P Gqq).

%e derive the effective weak Hamiltonian for
charmed- and bottom-meson decays from the stand-
ard six-quark model of Kobayashi and Maskawa. "
Specifically, the coefficient for the b c decay is
U, = U, = $3 —$2e'~ and that for the b u decay is

Ug $$$3', $~ and 5 are the Kobayashi-Maskawa mix-
ing coefficients. ' It can be shown' that, depending
on the flavor structure of the decay, the SD ampli-
tude for P GXis proportional to the octet coeffi-
cient f+=(c~+c )/2, where c and c+ ——I/~care,
respectively, the renormalized Wilson coefficients' of
the antisymmetric and symmetric four-quark opera-
tors; we use c,charm 2.1 +0.1 and c-, bottom

+0,1.
%e determine 8'p by attributing the large hadronic

D decay rate to D GL This yields 8'p-0. 25,
and I'(Do GX)/I'(c 3q) —3 and
I'(80 GX)/I'(b 3q) -2. We consider g qlv,
Q 3q P rv P qq andP GX anduse
mq =mq, current+As A 0.2 +0.l. GeV for the light
(u, d, s) quarks to compute phase-space integrals; A is
the momentum of minimum subtraction in QCD and
represents an estimate of the effects of confinement
on the quark masses. ' For the heavy quarks we use
m, =1.5 and mb=5. 0 GeV.

The results are given in Table I, where the entries
are, respectively, the lifetime ~, branching fraction
for semileptonic decay 8(e vX) (same for p, vX),
kaon multiplicity lV» (i.e., number of s, s, c, and c
quarks in the final state), K+ multiplicity N + (one-
half the number of c and s quarks in the final state).
The uncertainties in r and 8(e vX) result from the
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TABLE I. Inclusive decay properties of D, F, and B mesons. See text for net strangeness and
charm. For 8 mesons, unbracketed (bracketed) results are obtained with ~U„/U, ~

=0.22 (1.0).

7 {10 13 s) B{e~X) {%) NK 100N +K

DO

D+
F+
BO

BO

1.5 40.2
10 +3.4
3.5 +0.2
0.16+0.04
[1.5 X 0.4]
0.41+0.05
[3.0 +0.4]
0.31+0.03
[2.4 +0.2]

Calculated

2.6+0.6
17 X3
5.7+ 1.2
5.4+ 1.0

[5.5 + 1.0]
15 +15

[11 +1.5]
10 +1.3
[8.8+ 1.0]

1;3
0.97
1.0
1.5

[1.0]
1.1

[0.8]
2.3

[1.8]

9.5
2.5

24
14

[13]
7.8

[12]
57

[51]

D0,D+
F+

B0,B
BO

10
10
0.46 [3.5]
0.46 [3.5]

Naive model

17
17
17 [15]
17 [15]

1

2
1.2 [0.74]
2.2 [1.8]

1.5
50
7.0 [8.2]

57 [58]

DO

F+
B0,B

2 3+0.8R

10 3+10.3

2 0+t.l

Experiment

~4b
5.5 + 3.7'

22'+4.4"

16.8+ 6.4'
~ ~ ~

13 t3
36d

0.92+0.16'

077+019c

17 +07

8+3c

6+4'

'Ref. 3; also r(Do) =0.58$, ~(D+) -4.4, Ref. 20, and r(F+) —1.4, Ref. 21.
bRef. 2.

'Ref. 1.
dRef. 4.

assigned uncertainties in the confinement mass A

and in c+, and reflect the sensitivity of the theory to
these quantities. The theoretical uncertainties in NK

and N + are not given but are relatively smaller. The

characteristics of the 8-meson decays depend strongly
on whether the term proportional to U, is singly or
doubly Cabibbo suppressed; the term proportional to
U„ is definitely doubly suppressed' and to be specific
we used

~ U„~ = (0.22).' The two sets of results for 8
mesons correspond to (i) unbracketed, where we set
the ratio g

—=
~
U„/U,

~
=0.22 to represent the case

when b c is dominant, and (ii) bracketed, where
q= 1 for an equal mixture of b c and b u decays.
Also contained in Table I are the predictions of the
naive model, where only the quark-decay modes

Q ql v and Q 3q are considered, and available
experimental data. Other than noting that there is
overall qualitative agreement between theory and
data we offer the following comments:

(1) Our results on lifetimes and 8(e vX) are quali-
tatively similar to those in Ref. 5 where the process
P Gqq is considered. However, our calculation
shows that P Gqq is too weak but P GXcan be
competitive with or may even dominate over Q ~3q.
One area where the final states Gqq and GX may be
distinguishable experimentally is energy distribution:
that of GX should be nearly bipolar, whereas those of
Gqq and 3q should be nearly isotropic. This is espe-
cially true for the charmed mesons ~here the final
state contains no heavy particles. This difference
could explain why more than 80% of the Kmm final
states in De decay where (we believe) GX is dom-
inant come from either K'm or Kp, while less than
15% of those in D decay where GX is flavor-
suppressed come from K'm or Kp.

(2) Gluon;mission has a large effect on N +

which appears to be borne out by experimental data'
on D0 and D+
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(3) The measured (mean of 8 and Ba) value of
%~=1.7+0.7 favors q &&1. If this is the case then
we predict r(B )/r(B ) =8(8 evX)/
8 (8 e v X) = Nrr + (8 ) /Na + (8 )= 3, with
r(8) (0.5 x10 s.

(4) Our prediction for B(B evX) is insensitive
to the ratio q.'The average for 8 and 8 of
(9 +2)% is significantly less than the (16 +1)% of
the naive model. At present the error in the experi-
mental mean of (11 +3)% is too large to allow a
firm conclusion.

(5) The net strangeness can be obtained from
Table I using the relation X, = —(Nrr 4N +—). For

D, D+, and F+we obtain X, = —0.91, —0.86, and
-0, respectively; the measured values' for D and
D+ are —0.60 +0.20 and —0.53 +0.22. For the 8
mesons we find X, to be strongly dependent only on
q. if v) ((1, then X,(B and Bs)= —0.9 and
X,(8,) =0; if vi =1 then X, = —0.3 and 0.2, respec-
tively.

(6) Another measurement from which a value of rl
could be inferred is the net charm X,. Our calcula-
tion shows that for 8 and 8, X, is sensitive only to

X, =0.9 and 0.45 when q «1 and =1, respec-
tively. On the other hand, due to 8 GX,
X,(Bs)=0.5 regardless of vi
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